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kundli is a graphical representation of the planetary positions at the time of birth of an individual in a
specific methodology developed by ancient indian vedic system. the nine planets that are included in

the said process are the sun, the moon, the mars, the mercury, jupiter, venus, saturn, rahu and
kethu. vedic astrology, used and believed by indian psychology contains the root of an individuals

entire life and doings. generating a horoscope is the main idea behind thekundlisystem and requires
accurate details like an individuals birth date, time and place. numerous computer applications are
available for designing and generating horoscope with varied degrees of expertise and intricacies,

out of whichkundli 5.5promises greater efficiency and precision for the said task. kundliopens with a
vibrantly arranged interface and is a useful application for a windows system to develop horoscopes
with greater accuracy. it offers the latest version of vedic indian astrology with precise detailing for

determining planetary doshas, kshitiz chandra and ashtakvarga essential for match making and also
includes guna dosh milan with manglik considerations. the software is available in english and hindi

languages and also facilitates exporting reports to external formats like jpeg, pdf and bmp and
further e-mailing them. it provided the most accurate calculations, and screen preview with storage
capabilities for future reference. moreover, it is y2k compatible, south and north indian charting is

also provided and time zone differences are also calculated. to sum up, this application is a
constructive utility for indians wishing to generate accurate horoscopes.
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depending on the position and inclination of the moon, sun
and other planets, it is possible to predict someone's past,
present and future. kundli software allows you to see your
horoscope, by astrology, and your destiny. enjoy! kundli
software also tells you about your vedic personality, your
brahman, your varna, your jati, your guna, your shuddhi,
your jiva and your sattva (emotions, rasi, mool, dhatu,

linga, swaroop, vyayam). kundli software is having a team
of highly skilled programmers, passionate and enthusiastic

software professionals. kundli is a team of highly skilled
programmers, passionate and enthusiastic software

professionals. kundli software is the most powerful and easy
to use tool for creating and drawing your horoscope chart.
the name kundali is derived from the sanskrit word which

means to divide, to analyze or to separate. it is the process
of predicting the future of a person from the planetary

positions at the time of his/her birth. it gives an accurate
insight into the persons future, based on the positions of
the planets in the birth chart at the time of his birth. the

kundali charts are very well known in hindu astrology and
are called as indian astrology. in indian astrology, kundali is
the method of forecasting an individual's life based on the

position of the planets at the time of the birth of the person.
it is an effective method of predicting the future of any
individual. it gives an accurate insight into the persons
future, based on the positions of the planets in the birth

chart at the time of his/her birth. 5ec8ef588b
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